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To What Degree is the Schools' supervisors' 

Coordinator at the Educational Department in Riyadh 

Area Effective and the Obstacles that Hinder his Role 

Dr. Hamed Bin Ibrahim Al-Manea 
Abstract 

This research aims at exploring the effectiveness of the school 

supervisors' coordinators at the educational departments in Riyadh area، 

Saudi Arabia and the obstacles that hinder his role. It has come up t the 

following conclusions. 

1.The study finds that the coordinating supervisor achieves his 

objectives and functions of the technical moderately. In contrast، 

the individuals see that the supervisor coordinator achieves a high 

degree of administrative tasks. They sees also the degree of the 

obstacles encountered by the coordinating supervisor، and 

consequently affects his technical and administrative duties is 

medium. It has been revealed that the most effective obstacle in this 

connection is the multicity of formats that the supervisor has to fill 

out.  

2.In the study axes، significant statistical differences، 5%، have been 

noted among the response of the sample of individuals due to the 

discrepancy of their current work. Meaningful statistical differences 

have been observed between the supervising center manager and 

the school headmaster in favor of the former، and between the 

headmaster and the educational supervisor in favor of the latter in 

the axis of the technical tasks of the coordinating supervisor 

technical tasks. In the coordinating educational supervisor's 

technical task axis، significant statistical differences have emerged 

between the supervising center manager and the school headmaster 

in favor of the former، and between the headmaster and the 

educational supervisor in favor of the latter. Regarding the 

administrative tasks axis for the coordinating educational 

supervisor، meaningful statistical differences between the 

educational supervisor and the school headmaster have been 

registered in favor of the educational supervisor. Concerning 

the obstacles axis that  degrades the efficiency of the 

educational supervisor، meaningful statistical differences have 

been highlighted between the educational supervisor and the 

supervising center manager in favor of the former.  

3.No significant statistical differences (5%) among the responses of 

the sample individuals have been noted owing to the educational 
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qualifications، neither because of the years of experience in the 

study axes. No meaningful statistical differences (5%) among the 

responses of the sample individuals as a result of the individuals of 

training courses in the study axes with the exception of the axis 

concerned with the coordinating supervisor's administrative tasks. 

In this respect، the results have outlined meaningful statistical 

differences between one training course and two training courses in 

favor of the one training course and between three courses or more 

and two courses in favor of the three courses or more.       
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(http://www.manhal.net/articles.php?action=show&id=446.)
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